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Uniqueness of Racing – Relationship with Betting

• Racing was created for the purpose of betting.

• 2002 – a television documentary alleged that horseracing in Great Britain was “institutionally corrupt”.

• In-depth six month review revealed a number of individuals were prepared to pay to corrupt and subvert 

jockeys and trainers. A substantial amount of resource deployed to address the problems.

• Neville Review 2008 – a further review concludes that the regulatory approach adopted by racing is “a 

model for the effective investigation of corruption in sport” and endorsed the BHA’s actions since 2003.

• “The British Horseracing Authority has the best integrity unit of all”, Rick Parry, Chair of the Sports 

Betting Integrity Panel.

• “Quinlan Review” addresses governance of the BHA judicial functions recommending a completely 

independent Judicial Panel – world leader in sport but has it’s difficulties and questions to be answered.



The importance of Integrity – BHA Perspective

• Promoting and upholding integrity is one of the key functions of all sports 
governing bodies.

• Where money is involved there will always be someone looking to obtain an 
advantage.

• Need to create an environment where:

 The industry as a whole works collaboratively to prevent corruption

 The small number of susceptible to being corrupted are dissuaded

 The even smaller number that attempt to corrupt our sport are caught and appropriately 
punished





Current Measures

Integrity Pillars

• Central Intelligence Unit based on principles of 
National Intelligence Model (NIM) including 
bespoke intelligence management system.

• Intelligence analysts, race readers and betting 
experts

• Investigators, case managers and prosecutors

• Stable Inspectors and Licensing

• Anti-Doping



Betmonitors

• BHA was the first to establish 
Betfair and Betdaq bet 
monitoring systems

• Now regular information 
sharing relationship with them 
including  case reviews



Working in Partnership



Can it be improved upon?

• Prevention and Proactive detection.

• Education to improve information flows into 
the BHA of potential integrity issues. 

• Continue debate around reporting of corrupt 
approaches and whistleblowing.

• Creation of an Operations Unit to quickly and 
efficiently develop intelligence and monitoring 
product into proactive strategic operations. 

BHA Integrity Strategy 2020



Lessons to be learnt:  Racing and Sport in General

• Racing has accepted potential Integrity concerns for a long time and created 
sophisticated ways of combatting it. Sports need to accept this risk and think of their 
own vulnerabilities and unique elements that make them susceptible. 

• However, Integrity is not just about betting. Issues such as horse and people welfare, 
safeguarding and the perception of the sport are also important, and they are all inter-
linked. Focus must widen, other Sports historically different start point so could be said 
to be better at this. 

• Sports Governing Bodies cannot do this alone. BHA works in partnerships with law 
enforcement, Gambling Commission but sports integrity is a cross-sport international 
issue and needs to be tackled in that way. 

• International aspect to sport corruption and the sport industry means we need to be 
coordinated in our approach to information sharing and detection and prevention.



Any 
Questions?



THANK YOU


